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Garlet: rediscovery of a laird’s house
in Clackmannanshire
Dan Atkinson, Elizabeth Jones, Morag Cross and Jacqueline Mulcair
with contributions by Julie Franklin and George Geddes
Introduction
Garlet House, Kilbagie, was sited on the N side of the
Forth, between Kincardine and Clackmannan (Illus
1). The house and outbuildings sat at the foot of a
wooded escarpment (a raised beach line), on the edge
of enclosed arable farmland. The main house was cut
into the lower slope of the escarpment and over time
developed into a complex of buildings with a number
of later cottages and a terraced garden area (Illus 2).
The house faced SW over low-lying, seasonally flooded
carse land, some 1.5km from the River Forth.
The site was identified as significant early on in
the assessment of the impact of the route to the Clackmannan Bridge, and highlighted as a target for further
investigation. An initial evaluation assessed the extent
of survival and the condition of the standing remains;
although largely demolished in the 1960s, many of the
buildings were still visible above ground. In places, the
walls survived to a height of 3m and the plan of the
buildings was readily discernible. The initial evaluation
identified surfaces and deposits beneath the foundations
of Garlet House and late medieval pottery was retrieved
from the garden area during trial trenching. Further
work was therefore requested by Historic Scotland to
gather more information on the form, function and
development of Garlet House and associated buildings;
to excavate within the buildings and in the surrounding
area for potential archaeological remains pre-dating
the house, and to undertake further documentary
and architectural research on the house and its wider
context. Excavation and historic building recording
were undertaken at Garlet House in February 2006.
This report describes what we know of the appearance of the house from photographs and maps, the
results of the excavation, the history of the occupation
of the house, and its architectural and social context.

The architecture of Garlet
A series of photographs and drawings (Illus 2) exist
which show Garlet House in its final form. During
the latter stages of World War II there was a fear
that the house might be damaged by enemy activity,
and Garlet was considered important enough by
the Scottish National Buildings Record to warrant
recording, carried out by an injured Polish architect,
Stanislav Tyrowicz (Yvonne Hillyard, pers comm). His
drawings are in the NMRS (CLD 12/1, CLD12/3).
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By the late 1940s–early 1950s Garlet consisted of an
L-shaped arrangement, with the main house block and
its extensions along the N side, and a range of cottages
on the E side, with a terraced S-facing garden, evidently
being used to ‘Dig For Victory’ and housing some
small sheds.
The original, oldest part was a two and a half
storey, four bay rectangular house, one room deep,
with a projecting central 2-bay gable forming the main
façade (Building 1A and B). This was flanked by plain
sash and case windows with dressed margins on either
side; the projection itself housed two sash windows
and a doorway with two further windows flanking a
setting for an armorial plaque above a moulded string
course. Two small loft windows were set in the central
gable, and above them was a circular opening, perhaps
for ventilation of an upper loft space. The end gables
of the building were crow-stepped and surmounted
with chimneys; these chimneys are both of brick in
the photographs, but these may have replaced stone
originals, as the gable-end fireplaces almost certainly
formed part of the original design. The roof was
covered with pantiles, and although the 20th century
photographs show two small roof lights, a drawing
dated 1847 (Illus 2.1) shows two traditional six-pane,
almost dormer-like windows in the roof. Tyrowicz’s
1944 front elevation (NMRS CL/12/3) shows no roof
lights at all, so it is difficult to assess what was the
original arrangement.
Each of the two rooms on the first and second floors
had a fireplace, and each gable had a first floor window
sited between the fireplace and the front wall, with a
small loft window above, similar in size and shape to
the small loft windows in the front elevation. Access
to the upper floors was by a dog-leg stair housed in
the rear projecting bay. A single-storey lean-to range
of buildings (1C–1E) had been added to the rear of
the main building. In the photographs the building is
clearly harled, and is a darker colour than the cottages
around it. Evidence for harling survived on the south
facing external elevation (1A–1B). The harling of the
main house was reported as being ‘grey’ in the 1950s
(Drummond nd).
A single storey cottage (2A–2C) abutted the E end
of the main house. This building had a single pitch
pantile roof and stepped elevation at the rear. In the
photographs it was whitewashed with painted dressed
raised margins. The chimney was situated in the middle
of the E gable, but because of the single-pitch roof
it emerged from the wall head halfway up the slope,
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Illus 1 Location and site plan.
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Illus 2.1 Line drawing of south facing elevation. 1847 sketch by WD Bruce. (© RCAHMS)

Illus 2.2 Postcard of Garlet and cottages. (By kind permission of Kincardine and Forth local History Society)
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Illus 2.3 Garlet in the 1940s. Note gate pillar at centre left. (© RCAHMS)

Illus 2.4 Garlet shortly before demolition c1964. (© RCAHMS)
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rather than at the apex of the gable. This building had
squat sash and case windows and a plain boarded door.
A range of random rubble cottages (Illus 4, Buildings
3–8) lined the drive to the house and was formed by
two main cottage blocks, one lower than the other with
a further cottage behind. In the early 20th century
photographs the first of the cottages (Building 3) was
whitewashed with plain regular fenestration. It had
sloping foundations but level ridges. The roof was
covered with pantiles and the gable chimneys were
probably brick. The dressed and raised stone and the
style of the door lintels of this and the other cottages
match that of Building 2.

Building, recording and excavation
Rubble and detritus were cleared from within the
standing remains and it became clear that the extant
structure of the main house survived to a considerable
height, with the rear wall and E gable of the main house
standing to around 3m. A sequence was established
for the development of the main house (Buildings
1A and B), adjacent cottage (Building 2A, B and C)
and extensions to the rear (Building 1C, D and E) and
broadly dated using the archaeological evidence, map
data and photographic sources. The cottages (Buildings
3– 8) were also cleared of rubble and debris in order
to establish the phasing of the buildings, the possible
function of the structures and the relationship between
the main house and associated buildings. The remains
of a series of outbuildings were also recorded (Buildings
9–18). No trace of the supposed ‘vaulted cellars’ reported
by an earlier author were found (Fleming 1902, 245),
unless this was a rather grand way of referring to the
under stair store noted below (Phase 1).
The excavations investigated areas to the rear and
W of the main house, the terrace and garden area, as
well as limited excavation inside the buildings. Where
possible the structural remains and deposits seen in
the excavations have been integrated into the main
phasing sequence.
Phase 0: pre- Garlet House activity:
15th–16th century
The remains of a broad furrow running roughly
NE–SW were recorded in the garden (Illus 1). The
width and broad U-shape of this furrow is the same
as those recorded in Fields 4 and 5 to the S and W of
Garlet House during the evaluation of the continuation
of the road construction corridor. Broad rig generally
dates to the 13th–15th centuries and pottery of this date
was recovered from furrows in the fields to the N. This
suggests that the agricultural activity represented by
these furrows may be related to earlier occupation in
the area known from historical records relating to the
16th century farm at Garlet (see Cross below).
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Phase 1: early 1680s
Prior to the building of the main house, a level platform
was created through the excavation of subsoil from the
base of the slope (Illus 3). The excavated spoil from this
platform was then used to level out the sloping natural
bedrock at the front and to the W of the house and used
to form the garden terrace. The foundations of the
original house were built upon this redeposited spoil
and the natural sandstone bedrock.
At this time the stone rubble retaining wall and steps
of the garden terrace were built. This wall survived
intact, although possible later rubble additions were
noted to the E and W. A stone culvert was cut into the
eastern half of the terrace running from the main house
on a NW–SE axis.

The south-west corner of the house had been more
substantially damaged than the rest of the house.
Apart from this corner, the windows of the ground
floor were substantially intact. Two flights of stairs
leading from the entrance hallway had survived as had
an under stair store in room 1B. The stairs led into a
porch extending from the rear elevation of the main
house that also contained the back door. The fireplace in
room 1B was extant, with later modifications; there was
no evidence for a fireplace in room 1A, but a possible
blocked doorway in the damaged W wall may indicate
its original location.
On the W side of the main house were the remains
of foundations for an outbuilding (Building 15) with a
cobbled internal floor. Crushed sandstone and clayey
silt deposits appeared to form a foundation for these
cobbles. Building 15 was built on subsoil material
derived from levelling, which contained pottery dating
to the 17th or early 18th century. The dimensions and
construction characteristics of this outbuilding were
similar to the foundations of the main house, indicating
a contemporary date, and the N wall ran along the same
line as the rear wall of the main building. Between
Building 15 and the main house were the remains of a
large paved sill or threshold with a gatepost socket cut
into one of the western paving stones. These were on
the same line as the original rear wall and appear to be
the remains of the ‘Renaissance’ gate-pier(s) discussed
below (Mulcair, Architectural Context). Building 15
is shown on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map.
A series of narrow furrows ran across the garden
area. The main group of these were on the same axis
as the main house; a number of N–S running furrows
were recorded to the W. The remains of a rubble drain
were also recorded at the southern end of the garden
area, running approximately E–W; an offshoot of
this drain led to a probable soakaway. The excessive
flooding noted in this part of the site supports this
suggestion. The presence of early post-medieval pottery
within the rubble fill of the drains suggests that these
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Illus 3 Main house plan.
features relate to the improvements of the drainage
regime with the foundation of the main house in the
late 17th century. A layer of former garden soil above
these features became thicker towards the southern end
of the site. This probably developed from this period
onwards although the finds are confined to the late
17th–early 18th century.
A trackway through the Kennet Estate leading
from Clackmannan to Kincardine ran to the rear of
Garlet House at this time. This was visible as a cut
track or hollow-way that ran from the NE side of the
main house and continued through the wood towards
Kilbagie House.
Phase 2: 18th century
The first major alteration to the main house appears
to be the building of an extension (Illus 3; 1D, 1E)
abutting the eastern corner of the rear porch of the
main house. This extension formed a single room
accessed by a door slapped through the rear wall of
room 1B of the main house. The original rear window
of the main house was blocked.
Sometime after this first alteration, a single storey
cottage was built adjoining the main house to the E
(2A, 2C). Foundation cuts for the walls were partly
cut through the bedrock. The cottage was set slightly
back from the front elevation of the main house. The
rear wall abutted the wall of the earlier extension.
Room 2A was connected to the main house by a door

located in the N of the E gable wall. A brick fireplace
was constructed against the E wall of the main house.
Room 2C contained a door and window in the E gable.
The door was blocked at a later date, suggesting the
function of the room may have changed. This room
may originally have been used as a byre or workshop
until the blocking of the external door, when the living
space was extended from room 2A.
The first of the random rubble cottages (Illus 4;
Building 3) was built around this time. The inside
walls were whitewashed, some areas had been repaired
in brick and the openings had substantial dressed
margins with recesses. It seems likely that Building 3
was originally internally divided with a rubble wall,
perhaps forming a store or workshop (3A), accessed
by an external door in the N gable (later blocked).
The southern room (3B) would have been a living
space with a fireplace on the eastern wall, access being
provided by a doorway in the W wall (later blocked).
A small annexe (Building 11) was built on the eastern
wall of Building 3. This was built of similar masonry
and appears to belong to the same phase of construction.
The building was repaired at a later date and the floor
of Building 11 was concreted. Building 11 appears on
the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (1861).
Phase 3: early 19th century
A further extension (Illus 3; 1C) was added to the
rear of the main house, extending from the eastern
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Illus 4 Plan of cottages.
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limit of the main house and abutting the W end of
the rear porch. The original terracing extended into
this area and on top of this was a series of makeup deposits comprising silty clay and fragments of
building material. The wall foundations were built
on this material. A bedding layer of crushed mortar
and building material was laid down beneath a paved
sandstone floor. Access to this extension was through
the original rear window, which was modified into a
doorway with steps leading upwards from room 1A.
There was an external door through the western end
wall leading to the outside yard.
The eastern extension was subdivided with the
introduction of a brick stub wall and exterior rubble
wall, forming a smaller room (Room 1D). The door
from room 1B was blocked and a new entrance door
was introduced in the SW corner, accessing room
1D from the eastern end of the rear porch. Room 1E
appears to have been made inaccessible, effectively
reducing the size of the extension. These buildings
are shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st edition map
and on photographs (Rooms 1C, D and E; Illus 2). In
the 1950s, the western extension was white while the
house was grey (Drummond nd). The floors
were paved.
A rubble extension (Illus 4; Building 4) was added
to the S of Building 3. The original S wall of Building 3
seems to have been slighted and a rubble partition wall
built in its place. The floor of Building 4 was cobbled
with a central drain and it may have functioned as a
byre or workshop. It is likely that the partition wall
between rooms 3A and 3B was also demolished at this
time and that the door in the N gable was blocked to
provide extended living accommodation.
To the N of the main house a cobbled surface was
laid on the natural subsoil along the line of the earlier
track; this appeared to form an improved surface for
the track or may have been used as a yard area (Illus 3).
There was a drainage ditch on the N side of the track
to catch excess run-off from the escarpment. To the
N and upslope of the excavated area to the rear of the
house was noted another track that appears to be more
recent than the more southerly track. This upper track
is visible on the 1st edition OS (1861) and is likely to
have provided a replacement to the original track at the
back of the house, once the extensions had been added,
in order to create a yard area and make more room.
A stone culvert had been built against the N wall of
room 1C. Grooves cut into the outer face of the lower
course of the exterior of the N wall would have held
the capping stones. The culvert turned to the NW at
the corner of the building to meet a second culvert
approximately 3m to the N. The culverts drained water
from the rear of the house and the track westwards;
continuation of the drainage was seen in evaluation
trenches to the W of this area. Graffiti on a capping
stone from the second culvert reads ‘9th ~ June ~ 1813’
~ with the initials ~ ‘GD’, giving a date for the construction of the culvert – it is tempting to think that this
stone was marked by the builder of the drain. The finds

support this date as they all date to the early to mid
19th century.
Phase 4: late 19th / early 20th century
Structural modifications were made to the main house
with the insertion of a new internal wall in room 1A
and underpinning of the foundations of room 1A
and 1B (Illus 3). A suspended timber floor with brick
foundations was also added. The bricks were marked
with the makers’ names ‘DUNSMUIR’ and ‘LOCHSIDE’;
these were produced from the 20th century. No
evidence of floors pre-dating the 20th century was
recorded; perhaps earlier floors had been removed as
part of the insertion of the suspended timber floor. A
later brick chimney in the centre of the façade, shown
on photographs, probably dates to this period. It
presumably relates to the insertion of a fireplace in
one of the upstairs rooms of the house, which would
have necessitated blocking the circular opening in
the front gable.
A number of other modifications were made to the
adjacent cottage and in the extensions. Two brick stub
walls were built in the adjacent cottage (room 2B),
forming a small anteroom probably used as a kitchen
or washroom. The floor of this room was paved with
yellow sandstone tiles. The fireplace of room 2A was
modified with the insertion of brick filling in the hearth
and the fireplace of room 1B was similarly modified and
possibly blocked. Concrete floors in room 1C and 1D
replaced an earlier paved floor.
The rear cottage (Illus 4; Building 5) was built to
the E of Building 3 and 4. It obscured a rear door/
window in the E wall, which was presumably blocked
at this time. The building has plain margins, not raised,
unlike the earlier cottages. The E wall of this cottage
was well-preserved. This building was accessed from
Building 4 via a doorway possibly converted from a
window, and externally through a door in the E wall.
The similarities in construction between Building 4 and
Buildings 6 – 8 may indicate a similar foundation date
for these structures. The floor of Building 7 was paved
with yellow sandstone tiles, similar to those uncovered
in Building 2B.
The external surfacing at the rear of the house was
repaired with crushed sandstone, bounded by a stone
kerb, and the stone culverts were replaced with ceramic
drains (Illus 3). A cast iron pipe was also inserted
parallel to the stone culvert.
The remains of a series of outbuildings were noted
in the vicinity of the main house and cottages (Illus
4). Building 17 was constructed against the S wall of
Building 4 and appears on the 1st edition Ordnance
Survey map. The W wall of a brick building was found
at the edge of the excavated area, (Building 14), postdating Building 15 and associated with later surfaces.
The crushed sandstone foundations for this wall
continued to the S. Buildings 9, 10, 12, 13, 16 and 18 all
comprised the remains of brick walls (of various types)
constructed on concrete foundations. Buildings 9, 12
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and 14 appear on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map
(1900) and Buildings 10, 13 and 16 appear on 20thcentury photographs.
Phase 5: late 20th century / modern
The modern surface of the terrace comprised a layer
of crushed brick and cinder; similar deposits were
noted to the W of the house and covering the cobbled
track or yard to the rear. A layer of overburden and hill
wash accumulated to the rear of the house after it was
abandoned.
Finds
Julie Franklin
The finds assemblage was small but represented a
middle-class domestic midden, which spanned the
whole period of occupation of the house from its
construction to its demolition in the 1960s. There is no
evidence in the Garlet finds assemblage for activity on
the site prior to the later 17th century. The earliest find
is a Stirling clay pipe bowl of a form dated c 1660–1680,
found in one of the cultivation furrows in the garden.
Other early finds including a Glasgow clay pipe (1668–
1730), and local greyware jugs are also concentrated in
garden furrows, drainage features and deposits in Phase
0 and Phase 1. Garlet is only 5 miles away from the kiln
site at Throsk , which produced post-medieval grey
and redwares and was working from the early 17th
to the mid–18th centuries (Caldwell and Dean 1992).
It is highly likely that these wares at Garlet originated
from Throsk.
From the eighteenth century there are finds of
Chinese porcelain (non-matching teacup and saucer)
and Staffordshire-type tablewares, as well as local
redware kitchen bowls and jars. By the end of the 18th
and the beginning of the 19th centuries there are a
number of creamware and pearlware dishes and glass
wine bottles, mostly associated with drainage ditches
and culverts.
The nineteenth century is represented by transfer
printed tablewares, spongeware bowls, mould-made
wine bottles and more clay pipes. Finds in general
are more numerous and come from a variety of
construction-related contexts including walls,
levelling layers, bedding for flagged floors and cobbled
surfaces. The inscribed culvert cover date of 1813 is
consistent with the finds in the fill; the earliest of these
(a creamware dish sherd and fragments of a cylindrical
wine bottle) are no later than c 1820, and other finds
belong to the 1840s or later 19th century.

Garlet, the estate and its inhabitants
Morag Cross

The exact meaning of the place name is obscure, but
possibly connected with ‘rough half’, and the local
habit of referring to the house as ‘the Garlet’ may be
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retaining the definite article from its Gaelic origins.
A group of similar names (Girnal, Garvel and Garlet)
are all sited on the flat carselands of the Forth (S
Taylor, P McNiven, pers comm; Taylor 2004, 17).
Nearby Kilbagie is ascribed to ‘St Baya’ (Forbes, 1872,
277–8; MacKinlay 1914, 262). Garlet is not shown on
Adair’s map of 1681, but its absence on that map is
not definitive as nearby Kilbagie and Craigton are also
missing from both of Adair’s maps (NLS, Adair 1681 a
and b). Shanbody and Kilbagie do not appear on Roy’s
1747–55 military survey, but Garlet does.
The first recorded unit of land incorporating Garlet
is the barony of Shanbody, given to the Stewarts
of Rosyth before 1363 (RMS I, No 129; App I, No
130, App II, No 1306). Shanbody itself is shown on a
Victorian estate map as a ruined house NE of Garlet on
the line of the old road from Kilbagie to Kennet (NAS,
RHP393 Fig 2). Garlet as a named entity first appears
in 1514, when it formed part of the terce, or marriage
portion of Margaret Ogilvy, wife of Henry Stewart of
Rosyth (RMS III, No 20).
When the Mains, or home farm, of Shanbody was
sold in 1550, the principal tenants included Gilbert
Erskine (RMS IV, No 463; Prot Bk Foular IV, Nos 181,
240). Erskine preferred to stay with his original Stewart
landlords, as suggested by a will ‘maid and geven up
be him self in the garlat’ on 26 December 1582 (NAS,
CC8/8/14, p411). The inventory of his possessions
describes a mixed farm, owning four draught oxen, one
cow in calf, three horses and 60 sheep. Gilbert Erskine
was very prosperous, with sufficient surplus capital
to lend money to fellow Stewart tenants in ‘mains
of rassyth,’ as well as to people in Dollarbeg, Alloa
and Culross. A comparison of the relative wealth of
34 small feuars in the 16th century shows the aboveaverage prosperity of Garlet, placing Gilbert Erskine
eighth wealthiest of the feuars examined (Sanderson
1982, 142).
In 1629 Garlet was the birthplace of female education
pioneer Mary Erskine (Swan 2001, 15; Armet 1970,
125); ‘Marie’ Erskine, eldest child of Robert Erskine
and Beatrix Stupard ‘in Garlet,’ was baptised in
Clackmannan parish in May 1629 (NAS, OPR search).
This indicates there was an earlier house on the site
and it has been suggested that this earlier house was
incorporated into the later 17th-century one (Swan
2001, 15), but no evidence was found for this in the
excavation or building recording. Mary Erskine died
in 1707 and left money for the Trades Incorporation to
found what became Mary Erskine School, ‘one of the
oldest girls’ schools in the world,’ (Ewan et al 2006,
114). Her testament shows that the son of Garlet House’s
builder owed her money, and that, like Gilbert Erskine,
she was probably related to the Erskines of Balgonie at
Culross (NAS, CC8/8/83, 765, 772).
The adjacent estate of Kennet had belonged to the
Bruces, related to the Bruces of Clackmannan, since the
late 14th century (Bruce 1868, Nos 9–12). In the 17th
century the Bruces were beginning to exploit the early
industrial potential of Kennet’s situation on the banks
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of a major estuary, using wood and coal to render salt
from the river water at Kennetpans (Bruce 1868, No.
100). Robert Bruce intended to build saltpans and
salter houses at Craigton in order to provide for his
wife and 14 children (NAS, GD214/151).
The Bruces also indulged in land speculation, having
made a considerable amount of money from rents. From
the late 1630s this money was used to purchase large
areas of land from debt-burdened neighbours (Bruce
1868, 17). The Bruces bought Shanbody, including
the lands of Garlet, from the Stewarts in 1647, (NAS,
GD11/149–153). However by the mid 17th century
Robert Bruce and his son began taking out large loans
mainly secured on land in Shanbody (Bruce 1868, 22–3).
Garlet was considered a secondary property and was
granted to the second son, Alexander Bruce, in 1668
(Bruce 1868, No 159). Instead of saltworks, he received
‘Garlitt ... mannour place houses . ..orchyeards,
coalheughs, with three aikers of kerseland adjacent
together with the pasturadge of ffour soumes [4 cows
or 20 sheep] in Shanbody [his brother’s property],’
(NAS, GD11/173).
After his brother’s premature death in 1672–3,
Alexander spent the next decade as the de facto
manager of the family’s estates (Bruce 1868, 25).
A descendant described Kennet as ‘a property much
[indebted], but owing to [his] skilful management ...
[it] was saved from alienation and still continues in
the Kennet family,’ (ibid, 24). Alexander cleared many
debts during his nephew’s minority, while keeping his
own land unencumbered. Comparable late 17th century
rentals from neighbouring Kennet show that the rents
were partly in kind (oats, meal, peas and bear), partly
in money, and the coalworkings had lately ceased due to
the expense of building new shafts (NAS, CS96/1/71p1).
The precise date for the foundation of the main
house at Garlet is difficult to determine. The absence of
a date stone has resulted in the reliance on documentary
sources. Alexander Bruce is the only candidate for
the builder of Garlet House and his marriage in 1677
would have given impetus to acquire a house. While
his daughter Marion was born in Edinburgh in 1681,
her sister was born in 1686 in Clackmannan parish,
suggesting there was a house fit for occupation by the
family (Bruce 1868, 30). The house can be no more
closely dated than the early-mid 1680s. Two local
writers suggest it was built in the 1690s (Fleming 1902,
246–7: Drummond 1953, 30). This is unlikely however,
because at 53 Alexander became a late entrant to the
church and was minister of Kirkurd in Peebleshire from
1690–93, when he moved to Ireland (Scott 1915, 277).
He became Presbyterian minister of Donaghadee, Co
Down and then Vinecash, Co Armagh, where he died
in 1704 (Scott 1915, 277).
Alexander had kept Garlet separate from the financial
disasters of Kennet, and when legal proceedings saw
the Kennet tenants under oath in the 1690s, Garlet was
conspicuously absent (NAS, CS96/1/46, p1, CS96/1/71,
p1). This suggests that he would have had sufficient
resources at his disposal to build the imposing entrance

front at Garlet, albeit a ‘bonnet laird’s’ residence.
Drummond suggests it was Kennet’s dower house,
but it only seems to have assumed this function for
Alexander’s widow after his death in 1704 (Bruce 1868,
Nos 259, 293–7).
Garlet passed to Alexander’s son, also Alexander,
who practised as a doctor and apothecary in Edinburgh.
In 1726 Garlet was sold to Dr Bruce’s sister, whose
grandson John Jamieson compiled the pioneering
Etymological Dictionary of the Scots Language (1808),
and also kept notes on Garlet family history (Bruce
1868, 36–8; Longmuir 1866, ix).
Long periods of absentee ownership saw the house
relatively unchanged, and it is little documented during
the 18th century. However, the Bruces bought it back
in 1766, although they do not seem to have lived in it
themselves (Bruce 1868, Nos 335,338–9).
Kilbagie appears in the later 18th century, as a
planted, or planned, settlement on land bought from
the Kennet estate in 1776 by James Stein, a local farmer
(Bruce 1868, 43; Drummond 1953, 21). He began
distilling prior to 1771, utilising water from Tulliallan
estate that was used, variously, to drive three mills,
three engines, and to supply the canal to Kennetpans
harbour. Disputes over the water rights on which so
many enterprises depended originated in 1771 when
the Steins built an aqueduct to the distillery and were
not resolved until 1818 (Keith 1818). There are frequent
early 19th century references to dams, cuttings and
aqueducts financed by the Steins to conduct water
from the Tulliallan estate to supply Kilbagie, and
thence through Kennet estate (eg Keith 1810–11, 6–8,
33, 38–9). The proprietrix of Alloa estate protested in
1772 that a road diversion prohibited John Stein from
buying her barley, as flooding meant ‘it is absolutely at
that time of year the only passable road to Kennetpans,’
(NAS, GD124/6/280/8).
Bruce of Kennet wished to improve the policies of his
house in 1752, and petitioned to close the old customary
right of way from Clackmannan to Kincardine, which
ran through his garden (NAS, GD124/6/280/5; RHP
13266). This originally ran along the old raised beach
contour line from ‘the banks of Kilbagie and westwards
by the north side of the lands of Garland,’ to ‘Nether
Green farm’. In 1762 under an act to enable enclosures
it was rerouted northwards through Shanbody and
Pilmuir (beside Clackmannan) (ibid).
James Stein had been driven to bankruptcy in 1788
by punitive English excise duty of £3 (rising to £9)
on a gallon of whisky (Moodie 1791, 11). They owed
£8,000, but as their annual tax contribution exceeded
the entire land tax for Scotland, their closure was a
short-sighted measure driven by English rivals (NAS,
E371/109; Dickie 1972, 16). While it lasted it was said
to have been the largest distillery in Europe, and ‘that
dear Kilbaigie’ was mentioned by Burns, in 1785’s ‘The
Jolly Beggars,’ (Kingsley 1968 I, 204).
Kilbagie Mill House, probably the original Kilbagie
farmhouse, is comparable to Garlet in size and general
appearance, although dated a century later. James Stein
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built the more modern Kilbagie House as a replacement
and by 1793 Garlet, now known as Garland, was
tenanted by his relative, Margaret Stein (Keith 1810–11,
60). The Garlet Bruces bought Kilbagie House in 1857
adding boundary walls and a dovecote, bearing the
initials of William Downing Bruce, who collated many
of the Garlet documents (Gordon 1936, 192; RCAHMS
1933, 320).
‘A shipbuilding industry [in Kincardine flourished]
during the later 18th and earlier 19th centuries ...
enjoying such natural advantages as a good roadstead
and a hard gravel beach, on which vessels could be
cleaned and repaired,’ (Graham 1969, 247). John
McLeay, one such shipowner, lived at Garlet until
his death in 1820. He owned two thirds of the sloop
‘Garland of Kincardine,’ the remainder belonging
to his sons-in-law, shipmasters in Kincardine (NAS,
SC67/36/7/186). The ‘Garland’ was called after his
house, presumably being more euphonious than
‘Garlet,’ (ibid, 185).
Later occupants of Garlet were of lower social
status, often working on Kennet estate. The Steins had
let Kilbagie distillery to other whisky manufacturers
by the 1850s, a chemical manure plant in 1857 and
it had become a pulp and fibre mill by 1869 (Alloa
Lib, CC1/3/6; CC1/3/1, no 532; AA 1857). During
the 1880s, the Bruce’s gamekeeper lived in one of the
Garlet’s ancillary cottages; the mansion and Kilbagie
House both being let to J A Weir of Forth paper mills
(Alloa Lib, CC1/3/12, p21; CC4/2/5, p46). By the end
of the century, the house had been divided into flats and
seven families of paper mill workers and the Kennet
coachman occupied the complex (Fleming 1902, 246;
NAS, 1891 Census).
During World War II, the Scottish National Buildings
Record considered the Garlet to be of sufficient architectural merit to be worth recording, in case it should
be bombed (Yvonne Hillyard, pers comm; RCAHMS,
CLD12/1, CLD12/3). Isobel Drummond visited Garlet
around the 1940s, when the only access to the first floor
was by an external rear staircase, and two upstairs
rooms had been irregularly panelled ‘in a rather
unattractive style,’ (Drummond nd, 7). She suggested
that the accompanying plaster frames ‘may have
been painted with coloured designs, and one or more
landscapes ... similar [panelling is] at Pilmuir House ...
E Lothian,’ and is possibly early 18th century (ibid, 8).
By 1955, of the seven houses or cottages at Garlet,
five were ‘uninhabitable,’ and one paper mill worker
occupied another (Alloa Lib, CC4/2/65, p259). When
Alexander Bruce’s descendants visited in 1968, it was
‘all covered with brambles,’ having been demolished in
late 1964 (Alloa Lib Z47:U03/1; RCHAMS CL/472/21).

Garlet: its architectural context
Jacqueline Mulcair

The late seventeenth century was peaceful and
increasingly prosperous following the restoration of
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royal government in 1660. The political and military
upheavals of the previous decades gave way to a renewed
assertion of absolute monarchy. This was expressed
in a ‘new’ classical architecture inspired by models
in France and Italy. The name mostly associated
with the architecture of this time in Scotland is Sir
William Bruce (c 1630–1710), ‘the chief introducer of
Architecture in this country,’ according to a contemporary, Sir John Clerk of Penicuik, himself a gentlemanarchitect (Glenndinning et al 1996, 73). Bruce’s designs
for country mansions such as Balcaskie and Kinross,
were derived from classical precedents, based on
symmetry and balance, combining both grandeur
and greater convenience. Leaving behind the irregular
elevations of the tower-house and the openness of the
medieval hall, aristocrats came to expect clear spatial
demarcation of activities and persons, with hierarchies
expressed in plan and elevation. This re-ordering was
extended beyond the house to the gardens and policies.
It is in this context that the house at Garlet appears as
part of the estate of the Bruces of Kennet. As Sir John
Clerk wrote in 1726–7, (Glendinning et al 1996, 71).
Three kinds of structure shall be my Theme
And each adapted to a Country Life,
The first may be defin’d a House of State
The Second for Convenience and Use
The third a little Villa where we may
Taste every minute’s blessing sweet and gay
And in a soft retirement spend the Day.
At the time of the building of Garlet, Alexander Bruce’s
main seat was at Kennet, a short walk to the NW of
Garlet. The new house at Garlet was of a scale that
would qualify it as ‘a little Villa’ (sic). In fact the family
went on in later years to build themselves the other two
types of dwelling of John Clerk’s poem: Brucefield,
three miles E of Clackmannan, remodelled in the 1720s
as a classical mansion, typically incorporating an
earlier tower and turnpike stair and Kennet, completely
rebuilt at the end of the eighteenth century to designs
by Thomas Harrison of Lancaster, ‘the only house
in the parish that deserves the name of elegant.’ (1st
Statistical Account, 616).
The Kennet Bruces, whose seat was here since 1389,
were a different branch of the clan to Sir William
Bruce the architect. Nonetheless, the evidence of these
three houses indicates that the Kennet Bruces were
themselves interested in being perceived as enlightened
nobles. Whilst in terms of its scale Garlet is a ‘laird’s
house’ it needs to be seen in context as part of the large
estate of one of the great clans.
As the lesser house on the estate it did not need to
incorporate a remnant of an ‘ancestral’ dwelling, as was
common in the main house. However, several accounts
mention a ‘Renaissance’ gate-pier. ‘One of two original
gate-pillars, of fine workmanship, remains attached
to the W gable’ (Fleming 1902, 246) and indeed this
appears to be visible in one of the photographs of the
house (Illus 2.3), a ‘mutilated gate-pier of Renaissance
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design.’(RCAHMS 1933, 320). The base of this structure
was picked up in the excavation – a protrusion from
the W gable, near the back of the 17th century house
(Illus 3, Building 15, Phase 1 above). The purpose of
the pier is unclear. Although Kennet House is in a
north-westerly direction, this seems an odd position for
a gateway to Garlet, for what looks to be an elaborate
heavily-moulded pillar. Was it brought from somewhere
else, and placed here as a reminder of the family’s power
and wealth, lest any visitor imagine the owner of the
house to be a minor laird? Or was it perhaps part of
a grander scheme for the terraced gardens that would
have incorporated other ornamental features typical
for the time, such as a sundial?
Garlet is architecturally early. It was built in the first
period of (middle-sized) houses freed from the tower
house precedent, typically ‘gabled, rectangular-plan,
two-storeyed, symmetrical … a formula which would
prevail.’ (Mays 2003, 68). It may not be a coincidence
that another early example of such a house was built
nearby at Blairhall (Culross), sometime at the end of
the seventeenth century, probably by Robert Bruce,
of the same branch of the family as William Bruce
the architect.
The later additions to Garlet – the cottage to the
E and the outshots on the N – add almost as much
floor space again, and yet the massing, materials and
openings all signal their deference to the older house.
It is interesting that the buildings to the SE were
aligned at a right angle to the first house. Even though
the earliest of these appears to be of the same period as
the cottage abutting the E of the house and it could also
have been built as an extension along the front, it was
turned to face W, so creating a sense of enclosure and
courtyard, reinforced by the subsequent buildings on
this line. Even though Garlet was not a farm, the layout
shows awareness of ideas in agricultural improvement.
Architectural details at Garlet Illus 2
Thomas Morer, after a trip in the Scottish Lowlands in
1689, observed two sorts of houses: ‘the houses of their
quality are high and strong, and appear more like castles
than houses … now they begin to have better buildings,
and to be very modish both in the fabrick and furniture
of their dwellings.’ (Dunbar 1966, 66). Garlet (Phase
1) has no reference to the irregularity, verticality or
defensive features of a tower house or castle and is
decidedly of the ‘modish’ type. The attic gablet, in the
centre of the front elevation, ‘gives the impression of
additional height, enhances and dignifies the building
and exploits attic space.’ (Beaton 1997, 711). This
feature is usually found in Aberdeenshire, Ayrshire
and Caithness and is not seen in any of the houses
mentioned above. Correctly proportioned crowstep
gables such as those at Garlet are now found mostly
in Fife, Cromarty and Dunblane. Nineteenth century
versions are usually ‘incorrect’ according to Naismith
(1985, 112). Likewise the scroll skewputt on the central
gablet is generally considered an 18th century feature.

Garlet is a symmetrical ‘T plan’, with the stair in
the projection from the main range, on the central axis.
It had a dog-leg stair, considered more ‘modern’ than
a turnpike stair. The plan dimensions, 41ft x 19ft, are
found to be typical when compared with those above.
One author states that there were vaulted cellars, but no
evidence for these emerged in the recent investigations
(Fleming 1902, 245). The aligned window openings in
the W and the E walls upstairs set up a strong axis along
the front of the house, matching the N–S axis of the
central stair. Albeit on a very small scale here, this spatial
tension is one of the marks of the large country house.
Remains of the quoins and window margins, found
during the excavation, confirm that these were lightly
dressed and plain, set almost flush with the harl (an
early detail). The remains of brick footings, dated
to the twentieth century, indicating the installation
of a raised timber floor (at ground level), as well as
a concrete floor in one of the outshots, represent
improvements even at a period when the house had
been divided and was being used as dwellings for
people very different from the original owners
and inhabitants.
Some parts of the complex were apparently uninhabitable by 1955, and sadly the entire suite of
buildings was demolished in October 1964, presumably
because of their poor state of repair. A photograph
taken in the same month as the demolition (Illus 2.4)
shows the main house in a pitiful state, with large
areas of pantiles lost from the roof, chimney pots
missing, and windows as gaping holes, minus frames,
surrounded by the garden so overgrown by scrub and
trees that the cottage extension is not even visible.
The social context
Of the many innovations in Scottish agriculture
throughout the 18th century, one aspect at least seems
to be confirmed at Garlet: drainage. Smout writes of
Scottish pioneering of modern field drainage in the
1820s and George Robertson wrote in 1829 of
‘thousands and tens of thousands of ells of covered
drains that have been made even in single farms of
moderate extent, all the country over, in the course of
the last sixty years ... Of all improvements in modern
husbandry, none has given greater returns for the
expenses incurred than this.’ (Smout 1969, 235). The
culvert capstone unearthed at Garlet is dated 1813. This
seems to indicate that the owners of Garlet were keen to
keep abreast of the latest techniques for improvement.
The uniform building line and the regular depth of
plan express the methodical approach of an enlightened
landowner. Also to be noted are the two fireplaces and
windows in the cottages, confirmed by the excavation.
It was common for rural cottages to be without a
chimney and to have very small windows, well up to
the mid-19th century. Provision in this regard in the
Garlet cottages seems to have been generous.
Although establishing a full history of the ownership
and occupation of Garlet has not been possible within
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the scope of this study, we know that Margaret Stein
and John Haig lived here with their eleven children
from 1751 until 1773, either causing the outshots and
extensions to be added or perhaps coming here because
the house was already spacious – both the Steins and
the Haigs were wealthy distillery families. A hundred
years later, the scene at Garlet was even more populous.
Six households were recorded in the 1881 census, with
a total of 13 adults and 21 children. One father was an
agricultural labourer but all the others were employed
at the paper-mill. One family declared having one
habited building and one uninhabited building (the
byre in the SE range?). The division may have been
three families downstairs in the main range (one in the
W part, one in the E, with the door broken through
to the cottage, one in the NE outshot) and one family
upstairs. Two families would have occupied the SE
range. This dense occupation of buildings was more
typical of urban settlements at the time, though one
author of the time made little wonder of it: ‘Nothing is
more uncomfortable to work people than to be obliged
to occupy a house much larger than the small quantity
of furniture they usually possess can occupy.’ (Fraser
and Morris 1990, 55). Though in a rural location, Garlet
had its own small community because of the several
places of employment nearby (coal, paper, distilling).
This increase in population density at Garlet seems to
be reflected in later phases by construction of additional
cottages and subdivision of existing buildings into a
greater number of smaller rooms.
Similar houses in central Scotland
Beaton (1997) dates medium-sized, regularly-fronted,
oblong houses, with symmetrical fenestration, central
doorway and gable-end chimneys to the turn of the
1700s. Comparison with several other houses of the
period in central Scotland helps us understand the
significance of Garlet in terms of date and intention.
All the examples below are two-storey with attic,
oblong symmetrical houses of a size similar to Garlet.
Bauchop’s House, Alloa is of dressed stone, but the
others, like Garlet, are harled rubble. The use of stone
and lime sets these houses apart from more lowly farmhouses (often made of clay and clay mortar until the
mid or late eighteenth century).
Bauchop’s House, (25 Kirkgate, Alloa, dated 1695)
shares similar proportions and scale with Garlet,
although the setting, materials and quality of execution
are different. Both are five-bay, and the central bays
of the front elevation are remarkably similar, with a
moulded doorway and cornice that links the central
openings and a carved symbolic piece placed over.
‘The master mason Tobias Bachop was ahead of his
time in 1695 in expressing the new regularity in the
modestly sized, though richly detailed house which
we have seen he designed and built for himself in Alloa.’
(Beaton 1997, 68).
Blairhall House (near Culross) is of the late 17th
century, a five-bay form, with moulded doorway –
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‘one of the earliest to demonstrate these classical
proportions’. (Mays 2003, 68). Its proportions are
similar to Garlet and it also has later outshots at the
back. It has one crowstepped gable.
Borrowmeadow, 1 mile E of Stirling, dates to the
first half of the 18th century, and is five-bay, oblong,
symmetrical, of harled rubble with crowstepped gables
and dressed margins. The window openings are smaller
than at Garlet.
Dalquhairn, Avonbridge, dates to 1711, with a fivebay front though of a different rhythm to that of Garlet,
and a lugged, moulded door surround and ogival eaves
moulding, as at Garlet. The owners’ initials and a date
stone are set in a pediment over the door. The plan
is the familiar single pile, kitchen and parlour, with
a central wheel-stair. As at Garlet, the stair could be
entered at a higher level from the back door.
Old Auchentroig, Buchlyvie, Stirling, built 1702
is two-storey and one room deep, with crowstepped
gables. The front elevation is a little shorter than Garlet
but has just three openings. The windows are smaller
with simple margins. Like Garlet it has a square panel
over the door (a coat-of-arms). Both houses have two
ground floor rooms with a central dog-leg stair, though
in this house it is contained within the oblong plan.
Old Mains of Rattray, Perthshire, dates to 1694
and is a three-bay, symmetrical gabled house, with a
later cottage abutting. The proportion of the window
openings and the dressings are similar to those at Garlet.
Of these, all but Dalquhairn have current statutory
listings (therefore presumed extant). Old Auchentroig is
A-listed, Blairhall, Borrowmeadow and the Old Mains
of Rattray are B-listed. For the sake of clarity, L-shaped
houses such as the Old Manse of Cromarty, 1695, have
been omitted from the comparison, as have slightly
later houses such as Udrigle (Ross and Cromarty), 1745.
The above comparisons demonstrate that Garlet was in
the vanguard of the development of this type of modest
country dwelling.
Garlet, dated c 1684, was an early example of a
small classical house – a ‘little Villa’. Most authors
speak of the early 18th century as the beginning
of a new attitude to the design and appearance of
such houses, even in the burghs. If Bauchop’s house
appeared daringly modern in 1695, then surely this
was even more the case for Garlet, more than ten years
earlier. Others followed, especially in central Scotland,
but the examples studied, with the possible exception
of Blairhall, all post-date Garlet. Architecturally, the
house was very significant in national terms.

Discussion
The work at Garlet has rediscovered a lost gem of
Scotland’s architectural heritage – one of the earliest
known laird’s houses in central Scotland and a ‘little
Villa’, built by Alexander Bruce of the Kennet Bruces
sometime between 1681–1685. The dating of the house’s
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construction has been arrived at by a combination of
documentary research and dating of finds from the
excavation.
No earlier house was found on the spot, although
documentary work has shown that there must have
been a slightly earlier antecedent with the same name
somewhere in the immediate vicinity. Either all traces
were completely removed, or it was somewhere outside
the area of investigation. The local topography should
help to indicate where this might have been. It might be
expected that the area between the house and the Firth
of Forth would not have been suitable for permanent
settlement in the medieval or earlier periods – only
extensive drainage allowed farming settlements to
occupy these low-lying lands with their cold, wet clay
soils that even when drained often flooded in winter.
During the evaluation of the road line on either side of
Garlet, the only other evidence of occupation was found
above and to the NE of the house, on the escarpment
overlooking the carse lands. Here was found evidence
of 13th–15th century agriculture in the form of (now
radiocarbon-dated) grain-drying kilns, and Neolithic
and Bronze Age activity. It might be expected that this
higher ground would be where any pre-17th century
house should be located, but no evidence at all was
found of any immediate antecedent building for Garlet –
not an uncommon problem in Scottish rural settlement
archaeology.
Garlet started out as the secondary house of a great
family, and remained a gentleman’s house until the later
nineteenth century, when it became a densely occupied
worker’s enclave. By the early-mid twentieth century the
house and cottages were in serious disrepair and partly
abandoned, and in 1964 the house was pulled down.
Garlet owes its rediscovery to Transport Scotland
and Historic Scotland, who respectively funded and
designed this work to record and research the house
in advance of construction of the approach road to
the new Clackmannan Bridge, opened in 2008.
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Abstract
The work at Garlet has rediscovered a lost gem of
Scotland’s architectural heritage – one of the earliest
known laird’s houses in central Scotland and a
‘little Villa’, built by Alexander Bruce of the Kennet
Bruces sometime between 1681–1685. The house was
thought to have been destroyed in 1964. However,
a programme of excavation and historic building
recording by Headland Archaeology Ltd in advance
of construction of approach roads for the Clackmannan Bridge (opened November 2008) found that
substantial remains of the Garlet complex survived.
A combination of archaeological excavation and
historic building recording established the sequence
of development of the main house and a series of
later cottages. Historical and architectural research
has assisted in setting these findings in context and
retrieving something of the life story of Garlet.
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